
Infinity Zoning Design

• Design Considerations
• The Infinity Zone system is unique because a bypass 

damper must not be used. This is possible due to the 
intelligence of the system and variable speed motor 
technology. For trouble—free applications, the following 
parameters should always be met:

• 1. Zones should be sized so that each zone can deliver 
at least the minimum airflow for the system in both 
heating and cooling modes.

• 2. Oversize duct work by 25% to avoid excess noise at 
minimum zone airflow.

• 3. Be aware that heating airflow may be higher than 
cooling airflow depending on equipment combination.



Minimum Zone CFM



Minimum Zone CFM



Infinity Zoning Equipment

• Infinity Zoning System means everything 
in system is Infinity.

• INFINITY ZUI, indoor (furnace, fan coil), 
outdoor(2-stage H/P, A/C or SPP), zoning 
board, room sensors (smart sensor & 
RRS), zoning dampers 

• If ERV is used it must be a Carrier (not 
Totaline)



Electric Heat Air Flow



Fan Coil



FE Fan Coil



FE Fan Coil



Cooling Air Flow



Heating Air Flows



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Airflow has been and continues to 
be a very confusing issue



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

• There are two definite sets of airflow 
settings

Non-Zoned
Zoned



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Non-Zoned
• These are the airflows that the installer 

can choose from:
Comfort
Efficiency
Maximum



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Non-Zoned
So what do these settings mean?

Comfort – 350 CFM/ton – dehumidify 
adjustments/comfort heat/perfect heat

Efficiency – 350 CFM/ton
Maximum – 400 CFM/ton



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Non-Zoned
Dehumidify airflow (minimum system 

airflow)

Normal – 175 CFM/ton in Low Stage
275 CFM/ton in High Stage

High – 225 CFM/ton in Low Stage
325 CFM/ton in High Stage



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Zoned
A zoned system will react differently 

than a non-zoned system.  This is 
where it starts to get confusing.



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Zoned
This is the maximum airflow that the system will 

send to any zone determined by this equation:

(zone% + leakage%)*(450CFM/ton)*(# tons)*(zone airflow limit)

Low – 100% 
Medium – 150%

High- 200%
Maximum – 210%



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Zoned
The minimum airflow that will be delivered 

to any single zone is determined by the 
Dehumidify airflow setting.

Normal – 175 CFM/ton in Low Stage
275 CFM/ton in High Stage

High – 225 CFM/ton in Low Stage
325 CFM/ton in High Stage



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Zoned
• What are the things that we do have 

control over?
• Zone airflow limit (ceiling)
• Dehumidify airflow limit (floor)



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Zoned
Example
3 zones 3-1/2 ton system
Zone1 =>25%, Zone 2 =>35%, Zone 3 => 25%, 

Leakage =>15% 
Dehum => Normal (275 CFM/ton)
All zone limits set at Medium (150%)
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ZONE 3
Calling for cool Not calling for cool Not calling for cool

Upper limit = 945 CFM 
Lower limit = 963 CFM

Maximum airflow is too 
low, system won’t run.

Upper Limit = 945 CFM 
Lower Limit = 963 CFM

Upper Limit = 1181 CFM 
Lower Limit= 963 CFM
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ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3
Calling for cool Not calling for cool Not calling for cool

Upper limit = 1260 CFM 
Lower limit = 963 CFM

Upper Limit = 945 CFM 
Lower Limit = 963 CFM

Upper Limit = 1181 CFM 
Lower Limit= 963 CFM

Adjusting zone 1 airflow limit to High allows the 
system to run if it is the only zone calling



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Zoned
Comfort / Efficiency    3.5*350=1225 CFM
Maximum                    3.5*400=1400 CFM

Zone 1 (Medium airflow limit)
3.5*450*1.5*(.25+.15) = 945 CFM

Zone 1 (High airflow limit)
3.5*450*2.0*(.25+.15) = 1260 CFM

Normal Dehumidify Airflow = 3.5*275 = 963 CFM
High Dehumidify Airflow = 3.5*325 = 1138 CFM



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Zoned summary
A zone may or may not call depending on what the minimum and 

maximum airflow settings are.  Be aware that if a zone % size is 
relatively small, the system may not run when only that zone has a 
demand.  This can be a point of confusion for the service technician.

* Remember that the dehumidify airflow controls the lower limit for a zone.  
Adjusting the zone airflow limits may help with a system that won’t 
run high stage (for 2-stage systems) or won’t run at all (for single- 
stage systems).  Dehumidify doesn’t have to be turned on for this to 
take affect.  This is always true for a zoned system.



Infinity/Evolution

Zoning Considerations
When designing a zoned system, it is important to 

consider the load in each individual zone and 
design the duct to provide the appropriate 
airflow to each of those zones accordingly.



Infinity/Evolution

Zoning Considerations
Example:
3 zones, each zone is one floor in a house.  Bottom floor is a 

finished basement, exposed on one side.
1st floor and 2nd floors are conditioned as desired.  Basement has a 

return that draws air from 1st floor and “over-conditions” the 
basement area (66 degrees with cooling set point at 72).  A call 
for cooling is never seen in the basement.  Auto changeover is 
set to 10 minutes and heating set point is set to 70.  Cannot get 
the basement to hold 70 degrees or more.  It is summer and the 
heat pump trips on high pressure during a call for heating.



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Non-zoned & Zoned
Cutback
The cutback algorithm will begin reducing the 

fan CFM request in the event of a high static 
situation where the system cannot deliver the 
requested CFM.  You may be in cutback 
without actually staging from high to low.  If it 
only reduces the CFM and does not stage 
down, you will not get the error message, 
“Excess Static Pressure”. 



Infinity/Evolution Airflows

Zoned
Cutback
If the system is running with 2 zones calling and 

has to stage down after only one of the two 
zones satisfies due to airflow limiting, the 
message “airflow limited stagedown” will appear.



Infinity/Evolution

Little known alert messages

There are three alert messages that most people never 
see, but a few have asked about it.

High temperature if temperature is above 100F for 10+ minutes.  
This clears when the temperature falls below 98F.

Low temperature if temperature is below 38F for 10+ minutes.  
This clears when the temperature climbs above 40F.

High humidity if humidity is 80%+RH for 30+ minutes.  This clears 
if the humidity falls below 78%RH.



Infinity/Evolution

After a call for dehumidification, there are two 
timers that go into affect; 5 minute drain timer, 5 
minute compressor time guard.  These timers do 
not run at the same time, but rather, back-to- 
back.  You will see a 10 minute delay after a call 
for dehumidify before the compressor will run 
again.  If you are using continuous fan, the fan 
will restart after 5 minutes.
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